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About This Game

HELP: The Game is a project which brings together the top developers, studios and gaming industry superstars - all to raise
money for children in war.

War Child supports and protects children whose lives have been disrupted by war and conflict. Our programmes are rebuilding
lives across Afghanistan, Iraq, Jordan, Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Central African Republic.

We understand children’s needs, respect their rights, and put them at the centre of the solution - from supporting Syrian children
to access education, to reintegrating child soldiers in the Central African Republic and enabling girls to escape life on the streets

in the DRC.

Thank you for your support!
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Anthelion: Super simple mechanic, but highly challenging game play with endless levels that will keep you entertained for
hours!

10 Minute Tower: With a little imagination you can be anything… A mighty Robot… a brave Knight… even… an Astronaut?
10 Minute Tower is a unique tile-based puzzle game that will get your cogs whirring as you take control of a day-dreaming child

adventurer trapped within a tower.

BlockAid:  Provide safe passage to a never ending stream of pawns by placing blocks themed around protection, education and
livelihood in this minimalistic puzzler.
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Octamari Rescue: Save the loveable Octamari from their dying home world in this fast paced and fun match 3 puzzle game.

Rise: Experience our music-driven platform adventure and aim for the highest score! You can even use your own music! Go on
a metaphysical journey to the sky and beyond collecting war letters for a loved one.

Splash Bash: Splash Bash is a hectic local multiplayer brawler, where up to 4 players tries to bash each other into the water
using physics based gameplay!
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Captain Curve’s Intergalactic Space Adventure: Captain Curve’s Intergalactic Space Adventure is a fast-paced endless
runner based on daydreams, featuring exciting minigames and different environments.

Malkia:  Where there's life, there's hope... Malkia is a unique real-time strategy game set in the fictional Central African
country of Kovi, where you help the eponymous hero to grow her business so that she can put food on the family's table and

educate her children.
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Nevermine: A ball rolling game where you guide a Mine Kafon onto unexploded bombs left over around a countryside.

Savana: Savana is a narrative point and click game where you play as a young girl from a remote village.
The narration of the game tells different story lines from a real life experience of growing up in Mozambique.

A Verdant Hue: A single screen, farming game, as an orphan who's survived recent attacks and is determined to bring back
some life to his family farm.
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Emily: Displaced: A choice-based visual novel about a child affected by war
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why doesnt it save my data this is stupid
. very difficult game, either i am painfully bad at this game or it's impossible as i cannot seem to pass even the first tutorial. This
game has great potential to be an awesome C&C style game.
At the moment It feels bare bones. Standard units, sound, layout, graphics. Nothing major.
Lots of things can\/must be added. Rotating camera angles. Both hand controls usable. Upgrade in graphics and sound.
just hope the developer hasn't given up on it.
I agree with some others that it should still be in an Early Access stage though.
But as it stands, it's worth a blast.. Really very little story, no real options or choices to make. It's a linear game that tells you
what to do. Half the time I didn't even know I had done the last thing and poof I'm off to the next chapter\/act\/event\/whatever.

This is neither a time management nor a building game. Lots of clicking & no thinking. Just click where it tells you to and keep
doing that and you win. If you can click you can play. If you get weary of clicking, sigh oh well.

What did I expect? Well the title is Moai: Build Your Dream! so I expected to be able to build stuff. You can & do build stuff,
what you are told where you are told and when you are told to, then you can build. Time management, if you don't click fast
enough you run out of time, after 2-3 times you know what order to click what to win.

1.4 hours and I'm done. Very happy I got it for $1.67 almost worth it.. Right handed glove on the left hand. I like it visuals are
alright ! 5/10. Anything you want from portal but more challenging.
. This is a shortened version of a longer review I wrote of the game - Steam didn't have enough room for all of the gushing
praise I have for Heliborne. This was written in August of 2018, but I've adjusted it to account for recent updates.

Heliborne is a helicopter action game similar to World of Tanks or World of Warplanes, but with no real micro-transactions
(skins can be purchased, both with real money and experience points, but they are purely cosmetic). Players are introduced to a
series of NATO (primarily American) and Russian helicopters, beginning with piston-driven craft that handle like flying barges
armed with simple machine guns to sleek modern attack choppers with guided missiles. Each chopper handles differently and
mastering their unique characteristics is a lot of fun. The flight model is definitely more arcade than sim, but each bird has real
heft and momentum in flight. Getting from point A to point B (or, should I say, LZ 1 to LZ 2?) isn\u2019t terribly difficult, but
doing it with style? Coming into a hot LZ at speed to drop troops under heavy fire? That takes a little bit of practice. A basic
understanding of the physics Grand Theft Auto was able to figure it out fairly quickly.

Speaking of friends, Heliborne is definitely best enjoyed with a few buddies, especially if you can all get together on Discord or
a conference call. While the game features a pair of historical campaigns, at the moment, they are fairly light on content. Where
the game really shines is its PVE co-op mode. The thing that makes Heliborne unique is that the game isn\u2019t about just
blowing up bad guys. Instead, players are dropped into one of a a handful of simulated warzones ranging from Vietnam to
Kosovo. Once in mission, you choose your helicopter from a customizable squadron of three and are given mission objectives to
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pursue. As you work to both complete objectives and control landing zones throughout the map, you will need to switch between
your choppers to ensure you have the best helicopter for the job. Mission types vary between simple search and destroy
missions, casualty and recon evacuations, and reinforcing LZs with additional troops.

The helicopters in Heliborne are divided into three broad classes. Transports, including the ubiquitous Huey, drop troops and are
armed, but may lack ammunition or heavy weaponry. Scout helicopters may have few or no weapons and can carry few, if any,
troops, but are nimble, can spot enemy infantry and targets for teammates, and most intriguingly, can take advantage of mortar
teams dropped by transports to call in artillery strikes on targets. Lastly, gunships are exactly what they sound like: heavily
armed and designed solely for the purpose of blowing things up. A successful team requires a healthy mix of all three.

Heliborne\u2019s interface takes some getting used to and has a few quirks, but is largely clear and functional. The progression
system is pretty basic and is rewarding without being grindy. Points are earned for a variety of actions in game: obviously
destroying enemy forces and capturing LZs garners XP, but so do support actions like marking enemy targets and dropping
mortar teams for other players to use. After about a week of play I have unlocked most of the US \/ NATO tree and am starting
to work my way through the Russian tree. Rewards and advancement comes quickly enough that you\u2019re often considering
\u201cone last game\u201d of the night to unlock that next set of weapons for your newest Blackhawk variant. A handful of
expensive skins are available as XP-sinks for high level players.

Little touches like mortars and other deployable special troops really elevate Heliborne to another level. None of the objectives
are terribly exciting on their own \u2013 they\u2019re not scripted and what little dialogue there is is mostly canned radio
transmissions \u2013 but the inherent tension of a ticking clock and the human element provided by your teammates creates a
micro-narrative for each game. Losing becomes more difficult as your abilities and technology advance (the first few battles
when you enter a new generation of choppers are always dicey until you begin unlocking advanced loadouts for them) and
margins of victory get higher, but there\u2019s just enough variety that it doesn\u2019t get old. As I\u2019ve said, Heliborne is
the most pure fun I\u2019ve had playing a new game in a very long time.

Technically, the game is sound. I have no difficulty running it on maximum settings on a (gracefully) aging rig. My FPS rarely
drops below 59. The only exception is the training map where you can try out your growing stable of helicopters: I notice a bit
of stuttering there \u2013 but only on this map. The helicopters themselves are the star of the show and look fantastic, with
detailed models and skins. The paid skins available as DLC are quite nice, as they break up the general olive drab motifs of the
default camouflage schemes with some very colorful patterns (the Air America skin for the UH-1D is a personal favorite). On a
technical level my biggest complaint would be the draw distance, which is quite long, but occasionally not quite long enough, as
you\u2019ll occasionally start seeing tracer fire well before you\u2019re in visual range of enemies. Heliborne\u2019s sound is
competent, but unremarkable. The individual sound effects for helicopters and guns feel good, but they could use a bit more
variety and having more unique sounds for individual choppers would be a subtle, but definite improvement. The music in the
game is okay. I didn\u2019t find it especially thematic or appropriate for each map, but I generally play with it muted and a
custom soundtrack playing on Spotify.

My chief complaint with the game is the lack of maps. Two PVP-only maps were recently added to PVE, which helps, but a
little more variety would be welcome. I have played a few PVP matches, but I prefer working with other players to shooting at
them. Each map is very well designed and provide a wide variety of terrain and tactical situations that require players to make
intelligent decisions about using geography to their advantage to be successful. Heliborne rewards smart decisions like using
mountains for cover. The biggest problem is that maps can only be played with one generation of helicopters; i.e., the Gulf of
Tonkin map is only open to Generation I helicopters and Afghanistan is only open to Generation III helicopters.

I\u2019ve seen two arguments for this limitation. The first is historical accuracy, which\u2026meh. I teach history. I\u2019m
fine with an online multiplayer game taking a few licenses with historical accuracy in the name of fun. The other explanation is
more complicated: that the modern helicopters are too advanced for the smaller older maps and are likewise too heavily
armored and armed. While this argument is convincing, if I had my way, I would be happy accepting limited XP for playing
older maps with more modern choppers or (ideally) seeing the enemies and anti-air threats upgraded to continue to provide a
challenge. It\u2019s also important to note that Heliborne is being developed by a small indie team that, from what I can see,
provides occasional updates and tweaks, so hopefully the game will improve in this area.

I stumbled across Heliborne during the Steam Summer Sale last year and picked it on a whim. An hour later, I convinced a
friend to play it with me after gifting him a copy \u2013 I was having that much fun. A few other friends also purchased the
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game and we\u2019ve had truly grand time playing co-op matches. I even bought some of the DLC camouflages because I
wanted to throw a few extra dollars to a small developer because they\u2019ve produced a great product.

I highly recommend Heliborne \u2013 welcome to the jungle.. The awesome "Heroes of Normandie" released today. Beautiful
artwork, exquisite nail biting gameplay. I highly recommend playing this boardgame brought to life with friends. This
boardgame has a HUGE amount of add ons, so we can expect some pretty awesome DLC to accompany the game in the future.
Plus you get to play as the French Resistance, the French Resistance!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s6ZaSA1oCc
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Wow. CK2's soundtrack is so epic and immersive, so I didn't expect this pack to be very good - not only is it actually good
music, but it actually fits extremely well with the theme of the game, ESPECIALLY playing as a Germanic character.

5\/5. This game is so good! I'm playing the single player campaign missions and it really is a lot of fun. Yes, it's expensive
compared to all the other VR titles, but for me, it was definitely worth it and I don't see myself playing anything else the coming
days!...

. Awesome game! I went to play the game and I also saw all the jumpscares but I am still afraid to play. Whenever I try to play I
just wind up closing the game. I am too scared to play but I just played I got through the first floor (7th floor) on my 5th try.
First time I got jumpscared I jumped and landed on my chest. Second time I actually played and got frustrated because DUH I
don't know how to play. I went to the tutorial and it showed me the controls and what to do. As other people pointed out, it
doesn't tell you what to do if "The Follower", "The Greeter", "The Waiter", or the "Devil Elmo" appear. So I watched some
videos on it and I saw what to do. Still uncertain about the "Devil Elmo" but It gave me some advice. I am glad about that. First,
seeing people fail ingame. Then, seeing what to do if they appear. It was quite enjoyable to watch. The jumpscares to me are
very affective and always catch me off guard. "The Follower" is really quick and hard to keep away. That I want fixed for easier
gameplay. It is still a fun and hard game to play and I still recommend it! So for those who want to play, play away!. It's a good
bird game and even has a frog that says "hey.". Honestly a great game, Would love to see this grow!. Its not as overwhelming
chaotic as it looks on first sight. Its only as much chaotic as ypu plan your strategy.
Sometimes the physics are a little bit "weighted", so you have to try first, to which direction the creepers will spread first.

Try to build a pen!s-shaped construction! Because Its always nice to build a pen!s!
. Nice preview of Scrap Garden game (although there is demo, too).
This game is about 30 minutes long, unless you go for all achievement - one is hard and requires to beat whole game without
getting damage.

Graphics are alright, but some camera angles were not that good.
I expected a bit more interactions inside game, but I had to keep in mind this is F2P title, so it might not have as many features
as I'd expect.. This is a good game, I liked Kyler's character and the whole feel and setting of this game. The graphics were good
and I really enjoyed the ending scenes. A lot of people have problems with the last puzzle but it just has some very picky and
sensitive mechanics so take your time and save often. There were some bad puzzles (constellation/season stones, and the
rollback drawer code), and some good ones (dollhouse, sheep, darts, seating chart). I thought it was a little crazy that Nancy
would get a jetpack but it was actually tied in well. In the end I felt that Nancy didn't need to  launch the rocket  when she had
the jetpack but sure, why not? I couldn't thing of any loose ends other than where is Nancy's car keys?. The developer cited
"haters causing people to drop their characters out of the game" as the reason for "Cancelling" (Abandoning in early access).

The "Haters" are mostly people who just want the game to succeed and are mad at you for being incredibly limp about
production, not working with more and better people despite a damned 15$ price tag. You made a big pile of nothing here with
a lot of money, and it's nothing because you won't keep trying.

I would refund this game if I could.
You scammed people out of their money, know it or not, felix. This is a waste.
A complete waste.
Keep working on it or don't, but don't do it based on "Haters" and who you can get to humor you. Focus on making a good game
and they'll come back.
We'll come back.. THIS! IS! SPA---er, I mean, OLYMPUS!

Nice job, Alawar, The God\/Goddess of Casual Games of Gamer's Childhoods.
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